### ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS
- Restore the centrality of the humanities; truth in branding as a Jesuit university
- To lead faculty must be experienced teacher and scholar; measured by PhD and publications
- Articulate importance of core curriculum, especially at Jesuit university

### PROFESSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS/EXPERIENCE
- Maintain Catholic and Jesuit identity, esp. beyond the first lay president; watch dangers of creeping secular aspects on campus; President needs to lead community in prayer
- Instill religious aspects/ideology
- Understand Fr. Nicolas’ vision for Jesuit education; lead from this perspective
- Important to be associated with the Jesuit community; feel at home and supported by the Jesuit community whether president is Jesuit or lay
- Fundraiser; “alumni need to buy-in – literally”
- Accept the responsibility of directing the Jesuit apostolate; understand Marquette as institutional apostolate of the Catholic Church

### LEADERSHIP QUALIFICATIONS
- Articulate vision and role of the Jesuit community in the university
- Aware of power of moral dimensions of leadership
- Well informed; take a defensible platform and operate from that
- Create a sense of possibility
- Open to future, yet rooted in human condition
- Strong administrative skills

### PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES
- Emphasize commitment, appreciation and promotion of Marquette’s Catholic, Jesuit mission and values
- Cultivate own relationship with Jesus as a person; prayer life important
- Imagination; focus on vision, rather than getting stuck in maintenance
- Relationship with President and Rector important
- Visionary, vibrant and dynamic